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Quiz yourself: Accessing public, private,

protected, and default classes in Java
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Java’s four access control levels increase accessibility from private
to default (which has no keyword), then to protected, and then to
public.

Given the following

Quiz

   

package a; 
public class Car { 
    protected void drive() {System.out.print("Drive !");} 
    void stop() {System.out.print("Stop !");} 
}
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And

Which line, when inserted individually at line n1, compiles successfully? Choose one.

A. obj.drive(); The answer is A.

B. drive(); The answer is B.

C. Compilation of the obj.stop(); method fails The answer is C.

D. Compilation of the stop(); method fails The answer is D.

Answer. This question explores the topic of access modi�ers (speci�cally default versus protected) and

their signi�cance in relation to classes related by inheritance but in separate packages.

Java’s four access control levels form a linear progression increasing in accessibility from private to

default (which has no keyword), then to protected, and then to public.

The meaning of public is clear: The element is accessible anywhere. At the opposite end of the scale, the

private modi�er indicates that the item is accessible only inside the enclosing top-level curly braces.

Often private is described inaccurately as “the item is accessible anywhere in the same class.” This is

inaccurate because classes can be declared inside other classes, and the private elements of an inner or

nested class are accessible from the enclosing class. Therefore, the private elements of an enclosing

class are accessible to any inner or nested classes it contains.

Copy code snippet

package b; 
import a.Car; 
public class Vehicle extends Car { 
    public static void main(String[] args) { 
        Vehicle v = new Vehicle(); 
        v.test(v); 
    } 
    private void test(Car obj) { 
        // line n1 
    } 
}

Copy code snippet



y

The default access level is simple: The element will be accessible from any code in the same package.

The protected access level is more accessible (that is, less protected) than the default access level. As a

starting point, an access level of protected gives all the access of the default access level, but then it

adds some access from subclasses.

In a moment you’ll see exactly what additional access is granted, but �rst, know that if access would be

granted by the default access level, it is granted by protected too. This means a protected element

can always be accessed from other code in the same package; the only di�erence will be that if code in a

di�erent package a�empts access, protected might grant something that the default access level would

not grant.

Notice that in this quiz question, the access is indeed being made from a di�erent package, and that’s

what makes it tricky.

The Java Language Speci�cation section 6.6.2 describes, as follows, exactly under what additional

conditions access is permi�ed:

A protected member or constructor of an object may be accessed from outside the

package in which it is declared only by code that is responsible for the implementation of that

object.

In addition, section 6.6.2.1 adds the following:

Let C be the class in which a protected member is declared. Access is permi�ed only within

the body of a subclass S of C.

A subclass S is regarded as being responsible for the implementation of objects of class C.

Depending on C’s accessibility, S may be declared in the same package as C, or in di�erent

package of the same module as C, or in a package of a di�erent module entirely.

In addition, access to an instance �eld or instance method is permi�ed based on the form of

the quali�ed name, �eld access expression (§15.11), method invocation expression (§15.12), or

method reference expression (§15.13):

If the access is by (i) a quali�ed name of the form ExpressionName.Id or

TypeName.Id, or (ii) a �eld access expression of the form Primary.Id, then access to

the instance �eld Id is permi�ed if and only if the qualifying type is S or a subclass of S.

The qualifying type is the type of the ExpressionName or Primary, or the type denoted

by TypeName.

If the access is by (i) a method invocation expression of the form

ExpressionName.Id(...) or TypeName.Id(...) or Primary.Id(...), or (ii) a

method reference expression of the form ExpressionName :: Id or Primary ::
Id or ReferenceType :: Id, then access to the instance method Id is permi�ed if

and only if the qualifying type is S or a subclass of S….

Many developers will �nd these statements fairly abstruse. Here is an a�empt to explain what this means.

The goal of protected is to ensure that an object can interact with a protected element that’s been
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inherited to become part of itself (or other objects of its own type or subclasses of its own type) but

cannot mess with such an element in objects of the parent type or of other subclasses of that parent.

Imagine the expression variable.protectedElement. Access would be permi�ed if variable refers

to “our” type (or a subclass of it) but not otherwise (unless, of course, all this code is in the same package).

However, it is the compiler that must make this access decision, and the compiler has only the type of the

reference available, not the type of the object at runtime. Because of this, the decision is, in fact, made

based on the type of the reference at compilation time.

Now, looking at the code in the quiz question

Given the preceding descriptions, a reference of type Vehicle (again, including subclasses) will be able to

access protected elements de�ned in Car, but a reference of any other type will be denied access.

The this reference in the test method is of type Vehicle, but the obj reference is of type Car. Notice

this is true even though both this and obj refer to the exact same object!

Therefore, anything protected in the Car will be accessible in the test method through the this
reference—but not through the obj reference.

Of course, you can tell from the code in the Vehicle class that the private and default elements of Car
will be entirely inaccessible.

In option A, the code a�empts to access the drive method using the obj reference, which is of Car type.

Because the drive method is protected, this code does not compile, and option A is incorrect.

However, notice that if either of the following changes were made, the accesses would work:

private void test(Vehicle obj) {

or

((Vehicle) obj).drive();

It’s the type of the reference that must be Vehicle (more precisely, actually a subclass of Vehicle, which

is a Vehicle, of course) even though the type of the object is already Vehicle.

With option B, access to the protected member of the Car is made through the (implicit) this
reference. Because the type of the this reference is Vehicle, access is granted. Therefore, option B is

correct.

In option C, the code in Vehicle a�empts to access the stop method. However, this method has default

access, which is more restrictive than protected and does not allow access from anywhere outside of

the package that contains the default access element. Because of this, option C is incorrect.

There is a class Car in package a, and there’s a subclass of Car called Vehicle in a di�erent package.

Because Vehicle’s package is di�erent, the code needs more privileges beyond what is permi�ed by

default.

The test method contains two references. One is the argument to the method and is of type Car. The

other is the this reference and is of type Vehicle. Both are references to the same object: Notice the

invocation is v.test(v).



the package that contains the default access element. Because of this, option C is incorrect.

Option D’s code is similar to that of option C except that instead of a�empting to access the default access

member through the explicit obj reference, the access is a�empted through the implicit this reference.

However, this changes nothing; the stop method is entirely inaccessible from outside package a and,

therefore, inaccessible in the Vehicle class, making option D incorrect.

Conclusion. The correct answer is option B.
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